Photoshop:

Selecting tools
Where are they?  
What do they do?  
Examples:

Adjustment Tools:
Where are they?  
What do they do?  
Examples:

To change exposure
1)  
2)

Manipulation Tools
Where are they?  
What do they do?  
Examples:

Transform Tools
Where are they?  
What do they do?  
Examples:

Fixing Tools
Where are they?  
What do they do?  
Examples and How do you use them?:

Layers
Why use layers?  
How to create new layer?  
How to move layers up and down?  
Layer blending modes (like in hand coloring project):

Layer Masks
Benefits of using a layer mask?  
How to create a layer mask?  
How to use a layer mask?

Be able to explain steps and tools for a photoshop FRANKENSTEIN
Photography Concepts and Camera Controls

Active Choices
1) 4) 
2) 5) 
3)

More Composition (Photo Commandments) – explain the following
Rule of thirds:
Eyespace:
Timing:
Clutter:

Shutter Speed
1) slow effect camera setting:
2) fast effect camera setting:

Aperture
1) shallow d.o.f. effect camera setting:
2) greater d.o.f. effect camera setting:

White Balance
What is it?
Why is it important?
When would you use it?
How do you use it?

Macro Setting
What is it?
When would you use it?
How do you use it?

Principles and Elements of Design - List the 6 we learned about:
1) 4) 
2) 5) 
3) 6)

Color Schemes
1) 2) 3)

Commercial Photography – name and add a trick/technique for that kind of photography
1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6)

Photography Ethics – when is it ok to take a photo, when is it not?
Aesthetics – what is it?

Light and Shadows – what kinds? how and why is this important